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Classroom is one floor up, on the east side of the HPNP lobby.

Learning Objectives: At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be able to:

1. Define multicomponent interventions and contrast the different types of designs for them,
2. Appraise whether a multicomponent design of an intervention trial for older adults reflects clinical practice,
3. Distinguish between designs that provide an overall intervention effect and those that have component effects,
4. Plan designs to minimize missing data and
5. Select among different intervention designs that will allow externally valid unbiased estimates of trial outcomes.

Dr. Allore has disclosed no relevant financial relationships. No one else in a position to control the content of this activity has any financial relationship(s) to disclose.

Continuing Education Sponsors:

UF College of Medicine: ***Accreditation: The University of Florida College of Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.
***Credit: The University of Florida College of Medicine designates this live activity for a maximum of 1 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

VA: 1.0 hour of Continuing Education credit provided for: VA employees.

If you have any questions regarding this seminar or the issuance of CME credits, please contact Lea-An Steiner at 352-265-0111, ext. 85867, or email steiner2@ufl.edu.
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